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MISCELLANEOUS,
.

THE TWO BROTHERS.
•A STORY FOUNDED ON^ACT..

brother John never lost^any thing by bad
bargains to my knowledge. He might have
bought a few trifles foolishly, but that is
hardly worth mentioning.’
I asked the old gentleman, what he sup
posed his brother’s drink had cost him a
day, on an average ?
He could not tell, having, never thought
much about it.
He did not hesitate to say
it might be ten cents a day when he was la
boring.
As I had before gone into some calcula
tions as to what this ten cents a day would
amount to in fifty years, I determined to
show my aged friend« that his broxher’s
poverty was of his own making.
You say this brother is about seventy
years of ;t. e. Now if he had begun at twen
ty, and instead of spending his money for
jhat which has evidently.done him no good,
had laid it up, and at the end of every year,

I once became the guest of a man at
East, who, though pot disljnguished
great wealth or learn mg, yet hpcF-a fvl«r
share of both. Hie had already passed
usual terminufc’iff hnrnan existence but
in a way to accm^ultfte interest at six
appeared healthy. bust and active; <? >
nt
principal
clear evidence of having a sound mind in a every year, the sum would now have asound body,
mounted to more than $i 0,600—ten thous
In the course of the evening he introduced and six hundred dollars !
me to his nephew, a young man probably
The old man shook his head incredu
of fiye-and twenty.
After the nephew had lously.
retired the old gentleman said to me with,
Now, said I, I am almost a stranger to
an air of self complacency, ¡suppose I have you ; it is not to be expected*’therefore, that
been really the making of that young man. you will take my word for this statement.
And now he is one of the finest fellows in Take the pencil sometime when at leisure;
town.
or set your nephew, Perry, at work on the
As the old gentleman seemed to invite problem ; you say he is a mathematician,
more particular enquiries, I gave wav to and I have no doubt he will solve it readily.
my curiosity and drew from him the follow
And further, if your brother could in any
ing item of domestic history.
way have made these little savings so pro
i After my sons had left me to carry on ductive as to yield ten per cent, it would
business for themselves in the city, this have amounted to more than $42,000. And
Perry, then a lad of ten years came to me at 12 percent, the amount would have ex
one day, and says he, 4 Uncle, don’t you ceeded $87,000.
want a boy, to run about and do errands for
1 believe the old gentleman thought I was
you and A ant Nabby ? Mother says I am playing a hoax upon him ; he however
young & spry, & can save you a great many promised to take measures for finding out
steps.’ Saying this, he turned up his little that business.
beseeching eyes to catch my looks. I want
ed to take the little fellow in my arms, but
Arkansas Ahead!—The strongest kind
thought it would appear too childish ; so I of a team—Alligators in harness.—They
just kept my feelings down, and asked him may talk of taming “ untamable hvenas,”
if his mother was willing he should come of bringing ferocious tigers under subjection
over every day and help uncle for nothing ? and making them as gentle as lambs, and all
He hesitated, looked down, and began to that sort of thing ; but when it comes to
scratch the dirt with his naked toes.
I did breaking alligators so that they will work
not think it right to keep the little fellow in in the harness, we knock under. The in
agony long, for he was the youngest child of vention of steam was a mere circumstance in
the only brother I ever had.
comparison-electro-magnetism, even if it is
Well, then, said I, would you like to ever brought to snch perfection as to assist
come over and be my boy—stay here all in turning a windmill in a gale, would be a
the time, and let me send you to school to minor consideration—but to the story. The
learn, like William and George and Rufus ? captain of a steamboat engaged in the Red
The little beggar’s eyes .brightened as he River trade has informed us, although we
caught my hand which I had held out for are inclined to think he was joking, that a
him.’
wealthy individual up that way has tamed
The old gentleman proceeded with his and trained a couple of alligators so that they
story, telling how he managed with his will swim in harness and haw and gee aadopted son, and how the lad grew in bout as regular as oxen. So well indeed
knowledge much faster than in stature, and have they been broken, that their owner fre
loved his uncle much better than his own quently tackles them up, hitches them to a
father, tec.
“ dug out,” and cruises about the bayou
What was the matter with his father ? and ponds when the waters are too high to
inquired I.
admit of his going on horse-back.
On a
4 Oh, as to that, I can hardly tell ; I have late occasion, while sailing along quietly un
thought sometimes there most have been der the banks of a bayou, with his 44 critters”
some strange fatality about it. We started harnessed in abreast, he was seen by a hunt
in liie together, he being not quite two er, who song out, 44 I say7 there I hallow!
vears younger than myself. The old home drap your dug out astern and give me a
stead, which was under a mortgage for near chance to plug one of them varmints.”
.half its worth, was divided between us, and 44 Don’t shoot this way—take care, don’t
I always thought he had the better share. you see I’m after them?” said the owner,
But now, he is poor, a very poor man ; as the backwoodsman levelled his rifle. 44 I
while I have got enough to make myself see you’re after ’em, and you’ll see a ball
and wife here quite easy and comfortable in follerin’ in the same trail in less than two
minutes. Look out for yourself, stranger ;
our old age.
1 And,’ said I, I you have educated your here goes for a crack at the varmint this
family, while your brother’s children have way.” “ Stop I hold up your rifle. That’s
my team you’re aiming at.
Look at the
grown up in ignorance ?’
‘ Yes,’ said he,4 brother would have been harness, there, just on the top of the waler.
glad to have done well by his boys, but it They are hitched to the canoe, and I am on
was not possible for him to raise the means. a little jaunt out back to look at and enter
Somehow or other, he never could get a- some lands. “Well, I declar I” said the
long in this world, and I have often wonder old hunter,“ if that don’t beat all the Joins
ed at it, for he was a smart, enterprising, I’ve heer’d on my way in the thick settle
industrious fellow ; had no severe losses ; ments. I reckon you understand animal
suffered less in his family from sickness than magnetism, as they call it, a few.” “ I un
“ Well, you
I did ; in fact there seemed to be nothing derstand training alligators.”
can pass—hope you’ll have a pleasant ex
on earth in the way of his doing well.’
The man now stirred up his
Perhaps there was extravagance and cursion.”
team, and was soon under way at a rate
waste in the female department.
1 No ! no !’ he replied eagerly.
1 Jane which would leave a common high pressure
was never the woman that would suffer steamboat out of sight in no time.
anything to run to waste about the house.
Speaking of cool water, the Philadelphia
She was always saving, industrious and eco
nomical. She was my wife’s youngest sis Ledger says, we can suggest a mode within
ter, and had the same portion with her. the reach of every person. Let the jar,
No, no; such a wife would have helped pitcher or vessel used for water, be surround
any man to wealth, if the thing had been ed with one or more folds of coarse cotton, to
be constantly wet. The evaporation of the
possible.
What could have been the difficulty then. water from this, will carry off the heat from
the water inside, and soon reduce it to the
—Was he not intemperate ?
1 By no means,’ was the brother’s indig freezing point. In India and other tropical
nant reply. 4 There’s not the man living climes, where ice cannot be procured, this
that can say he ever saw John disguised practice is common. Let every mechanic
with liquor in the least.
He drank some or laborer have at his place of employment
thing to be sore every day, and I furnish two pitchers thus provided, and with lids or
him a little myself now, because I think it covers, the one to contain water for drinking,
really necessary for him.— But yet I do be the other for evaporation, and he can always
lieve he never would have grown old so fast, have a supply of cold water in warm weath
er. Any person can test this by dipping a
if he bad left it off when 1 did.’
Now, sir, don’t you think that same drink finger in water and holding it in the air, on
a warm day—after doing this three or four
ing is the real cause of his poverty ?
“ No! no ! ! no ! ! 1 cried the old gen times, he will find bis finger uncomfortably
tleman, with increasing earnestness. 4 The cold.
mere cost of liquor never could have made
Reproaches and inquiry have no power to
an industrious man poor.
But I tell you
affect either the man of unblemished integri
what it is, my young friend, that does the
ty, or the abandoned profligate. It is the
mischief, with these young topers.
The middle compound character which alone is
poor fellows get so hot-headed with the vulnerable ; the man, who without firmness
stuff, that they make bad bargains, and eve to avoid a dishonorable action, has feeling
ry thing goes to waste that way.
Now enough to be ashamed of it.

POLITICAL
The last Hope !—It is stated that the last
hopes of the supporters of Mr. Van Buren are
staked upon the result of the election in
Maine. When the late session of Congress
closed, and his friends were about leaving
Washington, it was the general understand
ing with all that if Maine went against them,
at. the coming election, ALL WAS LOST !
No further effort was then to be made to stem
the adverse current bearing down from every
quarter against his administration. His party
were to abandon him in a body, and either
take up some other candidate, or save them
selves in the best way they7 could. But, on
the contrary, if Maine was carried, another
and a more desperate struggle is to be made.
New York, it is thought, can then be brought
back into the traces, and a change in public
sentiment thus effected which will give Mr.
Van Buren some chance of a re-election.
The Whigs of Maine, therefore, have the
destinies of the country in their bands. The
battle which they are to fight, if Won, is to
be to Van Buren what Vlatterloo was to Na
poleon. U.nder these circumstances they
have a desperate foe to encounter. All the
power and influence.and money which the
administration can command will be brought
into the field against them—and if they
would not be vanquished, every whig must
be at the polls..—Dover Enq.
Mr. Duncan’s Speech.—The New York
Commercial says of this tirade filled with
falsehood, which appeared in the Globe,
with the false certificate that it was deliver
ed in the House on the Saturday night be
fore the close of the session,—that “ the
speech was not prepared to be delivered on
that night, but was subsequently manufactur
ed by Kendall & Co.”—As evidence to sus
tain this assertion, the Commercial refers the
reader to the Globe edition of the speech, in
which it will be seen that Amos Kendall
wrote a letter to be used by Dr. Duncan in
making up his speech, on the Monday fol
lowing the day in which Duncan says he at
tempted to deliver the same speech !
No
speeches were delivered on the Monday, the
morning of which witnessed the close of the
session. The speech is therefore a thing of
subsequent manufacture and of course a
fraud upon the public, independently of its
fictitious character in other respects.
Portland Advertiser.

THE PEOPLE ARE ONTHE MARCH!
The Whigs of Penobscot and Somerset
have had their Congressional and Senatorial
Convention. Nearly TWO THOUSAND
of the freemen ofthe two Counties came togeth
er from every part of the District.
The Con
vention was far the largest ever holden in
any County in the State, and larger we be
lieve than any County Convention we have
heard of in any State in the Union.
The
people of the County seemed to have met to
gether in a body. Hundreds of the farmers,
mechanics, merchants,—men of all ranks and
all professions were there. Every interest
was fairly and fully represented by Delegates
from the very extremes of the District.
We
have some details of the proceedings, and ev»
ery member of the Convention seemed to be
inspired with a soul-stirring devotion to the
State and the Union.
The Convention met at Corinth,—and as
at Corinth of old, many, who but yesterday,
—like the chief ruler Crispus and bis house
hold,—were unbelievers, and among the bit
terest of our foes,—came to Corinth to hear,
to believe, to renounce their error and join
themselves to the People and the People’s
party. The Convention met in “ the Church
at Corinth.” No Corinthian church, howev
er, was large enough to contain the half of
the multitude who had assembled.
The
Convention, therefore, as we learn, after be
ing organized adjourned to the open air, and
met under the broad canopy of Heaven. Here
union, harmony, enthusiasm prevailed. El
oquent speeches were beard,—committees
were appointed,—nominations made and
confirmed.—Portland Advertiser.
Practical illustration of the W. I. Arrange
ment— When the last packet of this place left
the wharf at Boston, there lay alongside seven
British brigs and schooners, laden wiih plaster,
cord-wood, lumber, &c. and only three East
ern vessels. Who would not shout for Van
Buren with such evidence of his forecast.
The patient Democrats of Maine ought on ev
ery principle of consistency to support the
man who is in favor of British interests.
Fairfield and Van Buren, hurra! hur
ra !!— ¡Valdo Patriot.
Dreadful.—A leading man in the Adminis
tration party in one of the principal towns in
Washington County recently came to the
conclusion that he was “ in the wrong pew,”
and 'like an honest man, determined to quit
the sinking concern. He, therefore, on the
fourth inst. took a last, long farewell of the
Locos, and gave them a toast, which elicited,
as we are told, “ the most dismal groans”
that were ever known, and might have been
heard two miles. The groans are but the
commencement ot a series, which will term
inate in a dissolution of the Locos by the
middle of September. These groans cost
them thirty votes. Well they might groan—
they can’t spare them.
A new Crop of “ Ripe Peara.”—Fortythree Germans, heretofore the supporters of
Van Buren and the administration party in
Pennsylvania, have signed a paper, declaring
their determination to go for Ritner. The
whole of the naturalized citizens of the vil
lage of Philipsburg (Pa.,) with the exception
of only two, have signed that paper ; the rest
are Germans residing in Freedom and Beav
er, most of them highly respectable.—Adv.
(I^Let it not be forgotten that the Van
Buren party in 1832 offered to sell our TER
RITORY AND OUR CITIZENS to the
British for an ample indemnity !

(Cjr’Mr. Van Buren’s Administration paid
two hundred dollars for two sofas “for the

Vice President’s room.”

“ Figures won’t lie”—The first of the
following tables shows the votes in eighteen
states, at the last Presidential Election, (in
1836,) and the second exhibits the results of
Elections which have been held in the same
States since the Presidential election. The
first shows a Van Buren majority of nineteen
thousand six hundred and ten votes, the last a
whig majority of one hundred and ten thousand
four hundred and eighty eight. The whig gain,
then, within the last eighteen months, is one
hundred and thirty thousand and ninety eight 1!
Still, with all this evidence staring them in
the face, the Van Buren editors tell us there
44 is no change.”

MAIL ARTICLES*

Texas and the Bank of the United States.—
The New Orleans Bulletin of the 4th inst.
Says : The news of the arrangement between
the Government of Texas and the U. S. Bank
of Pennsylvania, has created quite a sensation
in the money market. Texas notes have ris
en in price 15 per cent., and holders are un
willing to sell at the most liberal rates. The
substance of the news was that Mr. Biddle
had taken the Texian loan for two millions of
dollars, at ten per cent, for fourteen years—the bills of the U. S. Bank of Pennsylvania to
be taken as specie for all Government dues
and moreover, he was to advance on the cot
THE STATE OF THE CASE.
ton of the planters at a stipulated rate, all
1836.
States.
Administration. Opposition. which was to be shipped to his firm at Liv
Maine
15,238 erpool.
22,900
New-Hampshire
18,722
6,228
Vermont
Mr. Adams, on a late visit to Hingham,,
14,030
20,990
Massachusetts
33.237
41,099 was received by several hundred ladies, who
Rhode Island
2,964
2,710 prepared an entertainment fbr him in its vicin
19,284
Connecticut
19,719 ity. After being introduced to the company
New York
166,815
128,5431 he math a short speech, which ended thus
New Jersey
25,592
26,137 ‘ He had found in the course of his life, that
Pennsylvania
91,475
87,111 it was an easy matter toaddress two hundred
Maryland
22,166
25,852 and forty men, but it had been to him a suffi
North Carolina
26,910
23,368 ciently arduous task to address successfully
Georgia
22,104
24,786 one woman!
Kentucky
33,435
36,955
Indiana
32,478
41,281
A writer in the Newburyport Herald, says
Tennessee
26,120
35,952 that immediately after the opening of the sec
Alabama
20.506
15,612 tion of the Great Eastern Railroad between
Mississippi
9,979
9,688 Salem and Boston, it is the intention of the
Arkansas
2,400
1,238 directors to put under contract the part of the
route between Salem and Ipswich—and the
Total in 18 States, 591,128
571,518 probability is that the whole route between
In the above States, it will be seen that Mr. Newburyport and Boston will be ready for
Van Buren’s majority was 19,610. In each of passengers by the fall of 1839i
these States, there have been elections since
November 1836, and the state of the case is as
It is stated in the Canton (Ohio) Reposi
follows :—
tory, that Mormons, to the number of about
1837-8
500, with 57 wagons filled with furniture,
States.
Administration. Opposition. cattle, &c. have left Geauge county, on their
Maine
33,879
34,358 way to the ‘ promised land’ • in Missouri.
New-Hampshira
27,678
25,221 They pitch their tents in the open fields
Vermont
17.730
22,260 at night, after the manner of the ancient Isra
Massachusetts
32,987
50,595 elites.
Rhode Island, about
3,600
4,000
21,482
Connecticut
27,096
Small Pox among the Indians.—The New
New York
140,460
155,883 Orleans Bee states on the authority of a gen
New Jersey
25,859
27,368 tleman from the Rocky Mountasns, that not
Pennsylvania
91,132
85,890 less than a hundred thousand Indians have
Maryland, about
23,000
25,000 died of the small pox since the prevalence of
North Carolina
30,000
35,000 that disease among the tribes of the West.
Georgia
33,418
34,179
Kentucky
23,955
47,4 J 6
Poisonous Milk.—Several persons were ta
Indiana
28,125
53,867
ken dangerously ill at Portsmouth last week ;
Tennessee
33,606
53,479
vomiting and purging, attended with croup
Alabama
21,500
17,753
and spasms.—After a careful examination the
Mississippi
12,823
13,651
physicians were irresistably led to the con
Arkansas
2,745
1,788
clusion that the sickness was occasioned by
the milk of a cow, which had been rendered
Total in 18 States, 604,339
714,813
deleterious by some poisonous plant which
the cow had ted upon in the pasture. All
LET IT NOT BE FORGOTTEN,
wLa-used any of the milk of the cow were
That JOHN FAIRFIELD, in February, affected iirao^u ■—y-r-—*--- —
1836, voted against the distribution of the I given to a dog, who was attacked in a simi
Surplus Revenue—thereby aiming to take lar manner,—Newburyport Herald.
from the State of Maine her proportion of
Pensions to Widows.— For the information
more than THIRTY-SIX MILLIONS of
dollars which Congress appropriated to the of those expecting pensions under the law
States. Mr. Fairfield, we have been told, passed at the last session of Congress, allow
has since publicly boasted in the town of ing pensions to the widows of revolutionary
Saco that he gave this vote.
Could his vote soldiers, it may be well to state, that these
or his will have disposed of the Surplus Rev pensions are not payable until after the 31st
enue, Maine would not have received one ot December next, so that claimants need not
dollar of the more than §27,000,000 distribu be in so great a hurry as many of them are,
to procure certificates.—Hartford Courier.
ted among the States.
Exceedingly Mat—There was a specimen
That JOHN FAIRFIELD voted for with
holding the distribution of the fourth instalment of the ready politeness of Frenchmen, on
of the Surplus Revenue to the People of Maine.' board the Hercule during the recent Jeie,
while the ship lay at Newport, which is
One of the American
That JOHN FAIRFIELD, after propo worth recording.
sing an investigation into the causes which guests gave as a toast—“ The three days of
led to the death of the Hon. Jonathan Gilley, July,” referring, oi course, to the revolution
and taking an active part in the discussion of which placed Louis Phillippe on the throne.
the question, abandoned the Report of the An officer of the ship immediately gave,
A happier instance of
Select Committee recommending the expul “ And the fourth !”
sion of Wise and Graves, and finally DODG impromptu politeness never occurred.
JV. Y. Gaze lie
ED THE QUESTION when the vote was
taken whether or not the Report should be
laid upon the table, or be adopted by the
At Taunton, on Tuesday last, a man nam
Hous«. Mr. Fairfield feared the responsibil ed Gill, while intoxicated, assaulted his wife
ity of a vote, and meanly ran away from a in a ferocious manner, breaking both her
arms, and otherwise materially injuring her,
solemn and responsible duty.
She is not expected to recover.
That JOHN FAIRFIELD voted for the
It is mentioned that the notorious George
Sub Treasury Bill, in all forms, both at the
special and the regular sessions of Congress ! W. Dixon has been severely castigated by Mr.
Hamblin, in New York, for the violent abuse
in his scurrilous print, the Polyanthos.
AROOSTOOK.
Below is the statement of six individuals
respecting No. 4, 5th range, all of whom are
Edward Coleman, a colored man, murder
said to have explored said Township, and ed his wife, by cutting her throat, in New
not one of whom has, or ever had a farthing’s York, a few days since. The transaction took
interest in it.
place in the day time and in Broadway.
The subscribers residing in the vicinity of
No. 4 in the 5th range of townships west of
Nineteen persons were drowned, a few
the east line of the State, (and who are many days since, in consequence of the filling of the
of them thoroughly acquainted with said boat in which they were embarked, in ths
township) have seen an article in a paper call vicinity of St. Johfis, N. B.
ed the Spirit of ’38, which represents said
township as containing 18000 acres of bog.
We learn from the Bangor Whig that Gov.
This representation we know to be untrue.
The township was fairly represented by the Kent and Gen. Wool have returned to that
Land Agent in the advertisement copied into city, having completed their reconnoisance of
the aforesaid paper. The undersigned la the North Eastern Frontier.
ment that any considerations should exist
which would induce their fellow citizens to
Hay.—The Hallowell Advocate says that
do their own State such gross injustice as has the hay harvest is now nearly over, and an
been done in the article referred to.
excellent crop we have had. Hay is now
selling in Kennebec from five to six dollars
Henry Blake,
per ton. A farmer in Northampton, Mass,
John Myrick,
this year, cut nine tons of Hay from 3 1-2
Sam’l. C. Lesslie,
acres of land.
America C. Rollins,
Jonathan Lane,
Apothegems.—When a man neglects what
J. H. Shaw, Lincoln.
he ought to do, we may be sure it is because
No. 4, 6th Range,
£
he prefers doing that which he ought not.
Aroostook road, July 27, 1838.
He who resolves on political prostitution
Text.—“ In eight or nine months from this must not stand coquetting between self res
time every substantial citizen will have a long pect and salary,
Theré is a culpable credulity in the public
silken purse, of fine open net work, through
the interstices of which the yellow gold will to believe any calumny, however false or ab
shine and glitter.”—Washington Globe, 1834. surd, if accompanied with a spice of wit.
Dr. Johnson once said, that no persons
COMMENT.
were so extravagant as those who live on
44 THE UNITED STATES
Promise to pay, one year after date, to W. Cot other people’s money.
Every body condemns scandal : yet noth
ton or order, fifty dollars with interest at
ing circulates more readily—even cold itsel
the rale of six per centum.
V
WM. B. RANDOLPH.
is less current.
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Senators and Representatives from almost el”s» °* »‘1 partiesj to the following opinions of signature of “A Freeman of Maine,” adem
eir in uence owar perpetuating the ! every state in the Union to speak in our be- distinguished men— of Jefferson— Jackson— dressed “ to the Hon. John Fairfield,” which
10 system o extravagance an profligacy half- He has by his recommendations and and Grundy—in regard to the interference of are written with signal ability. We much
which character,zeS .he c«,sting adn.inisusT ’XIdon where National office-holders in Electidns. They regret that our limits will not permit ns to reWHIG NOMINATIONS.
tration of our National Government ? Is the ■[ u,e nr„.ume Pla,cea 1,8 ,n a position wheie ....
.
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publish them. The writer, in concluding the
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. , . to the
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_ i all
areand
willing
to acknow
improper,
dangerous,
presentt administration
entitled
confirigU
thegUnion
must edge
sSfshat
orl MaineHis
“ deemed
How doitthe
practicesinconsistent,
of our National
officeFOR GOVERNOR.
fifth and last of the series, gives five reasons
deuce, and worthy the support, of the Peo- has been the means of imbuing the General holders accord with the principles here a- for not supporting Mr. Fairfield,—these we
EDWARD KENT
Government with the same feeling and spirit
j ?
pie ? Read !
----------?• Look into the main streets in this publish below and commend to the attention
manifested by our State government at voweü
REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS FOR YORK
It would seem that they
j village, for a few weeks preceding an elec- of our readers.
The Secretary of the Treasury, during the
COUNTY.
late session of Congress, communicated to
,s ‘ honest> capable and faithful to the i tion, and notice the movements of our Col- must be conclusive to every candid mind.
NATHAN D. APPLETON, of Alfred.
the House of Representatives, in answer to Constitution
he is experienced ;—he un* [ lector—parading to and fro—almost hourly
I shall not give you my vote for the office of
a resolution of the House, a letter showing aerstands the wants of the people and is unhailing teams and waggons, assailing almost Governor of this State—because
SENATORS FOR YORK COUNTY.
the amount ot expenditures, exclusive of the ■ t,r,n£ ,n “*8 labors to promote their best in1. I believe the Slate Government to be
every other man be meets on the subject of
J A M ES McARTHUR, of Limington,
Public Debt, by the Government, for each iterests.
now administered with great ability and faith
Freemen or Makxk I—whom will y< politics ;—follow him as he leaves the village
THOMAS CARLL, of Hollis,
year from 1824 to 1837. From this docu
fulness, and in a manner that redounds to
choose ?
LOVE KEAY, of Berwick.
ment, it appears that,
in his dashing chaise or more humble wag our credit and reputation abroad : and if Sus
During the four years of Mr. Adams’ ad
gon—where does he go ?—what is his busi tained in its efforts for our great interests, that
COUNTY TREASURER.
O^A communication in the last Democrat ness ?—upon what subject does he converse ? it will be eminently successful; and I there
ministration the whole amount of the expen
Elder ANDREW HOBSON, of Buxton. ditures was $49,726,311 26, or au average of accuses Mr. Goodenow of advising old fash Let the people who know answer.—And, then fore see no reason for, and no propriety in a
change.
$13,000,000,
ioned republicans to support a third candidate how is it with our Post-master? Does he
2. I can discover no evidence that you pos
THE ELECTION.
twelve millions of dollars per annum.—The for Governor, &c. The charge is promptly not follow as nearly as he can in the “ foot sess sufficient capacity for that office, grow
We are on the eve of another election. whole amount during the eight years of Gen. met and refuted by Mr. G. in the following steps” of the Collector ?—Look at Kenne ing out of your connexion with the tragical
event at Washington ; which you are aware
Questions are soon to be presented for the Jackson’s Administration was $145,792,737 letter :
bunkport. How are the officers > connected
30, or
is relied upon chitfly \f not entirely by your
decision of the People of Maine of the high
Alfred, August 29,1838.
with
the
Custom
House
employed
there
?
Do
supporters as the proof of your fitness.
$18,000,000,
est importance. They are not merely what
Mr. Remich^I notice in the Saco Demo 1 they not electioneer ?—do they not “ bring
3. Your vote in favor of Patton’s Resolution,
For the first crat a statement that 1 “ have been in sever
men shall occupy our high places—the Gu eighteen millions per annum.
year of Mr. Van Buren’s administration, we al towns in the County, called upon old fash j the power and patronage of office iuto con- which in effect denies to the people the right
to petition Congress whenevei they see tit,
bernatorial chair—seats in the Legislature of find the expenditures increased to the enor
ioned republicans, and after enjoining secre i ^lcl w’lb
tb tbe freedom of Elections
elections ?’ — Go to
ami your ¡u quiesence, as a member of the
the Nation,—but we are called upon to ren mous amount of
’cy
-'J’. earnestly advised »rev
list »v
V»» «V —
— Where
IMiU VIwill you
them
to IICIUIV
throwJU!
for a lima
third,| *York
find Mr. Collector Committee on foreign affairs, in the proceed
der in a verdict of approval or disapproval
candidate for Governor.'' This,
pronounce
Thi-8’ I1 .p
,o,?ounce iI Dennett, and his son.
son’also, we he.ieve,
eiieve a Gov ings of a majority of that Committee in regard
$33,554,331,
of the measures of the national administra after deducting the Trust Fund and the In to be utterly untrue. There is not an honest
o lhe admission of Texas, so severely comman in the County, of any party, who will eminent officer ? 4'e they silent or inac mettled on by Mr. Adams, shew that you lack
tion for the last nine years—to decide wheth demnities !
tive in relation to politics ?—Nay, do they
say
I
ever
advised
him
“
to
throw
for
a
third
Are these facts such as to inspire the peo
firmness to maintain the chuse ot your State
er the principles supported by the whigs—
ple with confidence in our rulers ?—But, fur candidate for Governor,” or expressed or in confine their labors to York alone? —Do they i and of your constituents against the decree of
principles which were avowed and upheld ther, let it be recollected that, in 1837, there timated such a wish, in any way, directly or not go into the neighboring towns ? f
Are not t party dictation and the ebullitions of mad nul_ .Y: estilj !*>«««'
> t t«*« •» at »"*and!•» r»haughty,
• » .» L« A «T lx brow-beating
Ln.. « *. .... 1--slavery,
.... ....
by the framers of our Constitu tion—princi was a Surplus in the Treasury of the United indirectly. I have lamented the bitter party lhe people of Eliot, and of Kittery more
hfieation,
conflicts
to
which
we
have
been
recently
ex

4.
Your
labored
apologies
for
the
blunders
ples under the guidance of which our coun States, of
posed, as tending to destroy the harmony of pecially, honored with frequent calls from and remissness of the General Government
try has enjoyed so much of domestic tran
$40,000,000 I
social intercourse, and to bring reproach if them and instructed as to their duty ? Are upon the subject of our Boundary, convinces
quility, so much of prosperity, and has attain Forty millions ! And, now, the Treasury is not ruin upon our republican institutions. these men not “ intermeddling”—“ election
me that you have neither the ability nor the
I have expressed a wish to see a union of all
ed its present high standing among the nations burdened with a debt of
eering”—acting, according to Jefferson, incon will, to prosecute lhat important question,
honest men in efforts to promote the general
with firm, untiring, sagacious perseverance,to
of the earth, and upon a firm adherence to
$20,000,000 I
welfare, and a hope that such union may ul sistently “ with the spirit of the constitution
which we can alone rely for the continuance Twenty millions /—Can any reflecting man timately take place. Ido believe we have and their diities” ? The list might be ex the end.
5. Your devoted adhesion to the Suh Treas
of that tranquility, prosperity and respect,— give bis support to an administration which questions before us which we must meet— tended,—but it is hardly necessary. Whereury Scheme and to all the financial projects of
is wasting the public revenue and involv which demand a concentration of all the
whether these principles, or the mercenary ing the country in debt ?
the administration, which have been so often
moral, intellectual and physical energies of ever, with very few exceptions, you find a na
doctrines avowed by the supporters of Van
and so loudly condemned by public opinion,
tional
office-holder
you
find
a
devoted
parti»he whole country. 1 need not name them.
Buren and Fairfield, shall be triumphant.
Extravagance, however, is not confined to For this purpose I consider it of the first im zau, a busy electioneerer—an intermeddler assures me that you have greater regard for
the success of your party, than for the welfare
our
National
administration.
Our
Siate
is
We must speak through the ballot boxes.
portance that the whig party should prevail, in elections ? The people know the facts,
of the country, and that you consequently lack
Each party has selected candidates for the deeply immersed in debt, in which it was in and that both parties should reject the doc
volved by Van Buren rulers, h appears, by trine that “ the spoils belong to the victors,” and the people can draw such inferences from the independence of mind, and the far-seeing
several offices to be filled at the approaching the last annual Report of the State Treasurer,
them as to them may seem just and proper. patriotism essential to the proper discharge of
not only in theory but in practice.
the duty devolving on a Governor of a whole
election. It remains with the people to de that, at the time the report was made, (he lia
Respectfully, your ob’t serv’t,
{Mr. Jefferson's Opinion.)
Slate.
cide “ whom they will choose to rule over bilities of the Treasury were $413,951 88, and
DANIEL GOODENOW.
Extract from Mr. Jefferson’s Circular, ad
1 could easily extend the catalogue. These
the resources ofthe State,
57,372 90,
them.”
dressed to Office holders under himself.
reasons however are enough for my own
Leaving a balance against the Treasury of
Extract from a private letter, dated
“ The President of the United States has government, and as you probably care more
Every election is* an important one, but
$355,578 OS 11
seen with dissatisfaction, officers ofthe Gen for my vote than for my reasons, and as you
Lebanon, August 21,1838.
that which is at hand is emphatically so. The
So it will be seen that when Gov. Kent
‘‘We are greatly noticed in this town by eral Government, taking, on various occasions, cannot have the former, you will probably be
result of that which occurred last September came into office, there was a balance against political runners.
I have counted nine in active parts in the election of public function willing to dispense with lhe latter. Yours
was unexpected by both parties—the Van the State of upwards of three hundred and fif the last three weeks from different sections aries, whether of the General or State Gov will be in some respects a singular fate. In
ofthe County, such as Judge Hayes, Charles ernment.— Freedom of election being essen other times, when quiet pervaded the land,
Buren men could not believe that their parly ty five thousand dollars!
N. Cogswell of South Berwick, one in one tial to lhe mutual independence, of govern men of less pretentions than you possess,
machinery, so admirably contrived and so
There are two prominent candidates be week, and the other the next ; the late Sheriff ment and of the different branches of the have been raised by the force of party disci
long successful, had failed to produce its usu fore the people for the office of Governor. from Alfred, comes often to see his cousins, same government, so vitally cherished by
pline, to the high station you aspire to reach.
al effect, and the whigs, although they had Mr. Kent is supported by the whigs for re as he says, who were not aware that they most of our Constitutions, it is deemed im You may, perhaps, see no reason why you
proper
for
officers
depending
on
the
Execu

should not also be as successful. Consider
indulged high hopes, found it difficult to gain election, and John Fairfield has been nomi had the honor to be his relatives, till within
a few days he had the politeness to come tive of lhe Union, to attempt to control or in sir, that times have altered. Men see and
entire confidence that the people would so nated by the Van Buren or Locofoco party.
fluence
the
free
exercise
ofthe
elective
right.
feel too, the effects of mis-government ;and if
Why should John Fairfield be elected ? over from Alfred to inform them. Mr. Haynes
suddenly throw off the trammels of party and
It is expected that no officer will attempt to you fail now, as fail you will, console yourself
Does he possess uncommon talents—has he from Saco, partner to Mr. Fairfield, also
avow their own supremacy. They hardly d istinguished himself as an ardent friend or honored the inhabitants of Lebanon with a influence the votes of other men, nor take with the reflection that though smaller and
dared anticipate an issue so glorious. The advocate of the rights of the People—has any visit—said he had visited every town in the any part in the business of electioneering— feebler men have heretofore been elected un
that being deemed inconsistent with the spir der other auspices, yet stronger and abler
result, unexpected here, was entirely unlock single act of his life given him peculiar County, and the Democrats had agreed to do it ot the constitution and his duties.”
ail they could—that the young men must
men would now have been engulphed in the
claims
to
the
confidence
and
support
of
the
ed for abroad. Maine, so long regarded, by
voters of Maine ?
Asa private citizen are come home from the West to vote for Mr. Extract from President Jackson’s Inaugural deep morrasses which surround you. Adieu 1
both parties, as one of the bulwarks of the
A FREEMAN OF MAINE.
there not many among us who stand as fair, Fairfield—gave full orders to the tory leaders
Address, March 4th, 1829.
administration, had withdrawn its adhesion, as un impeached ?—a» a rnomhyr of the Bar, here—but happened to get in the wrong pew
“
The
recent
demonstrations
of
public
sen

Snd proclaimed, in language wk,c'h could not has he ever attained the first rank among his at last. These are a few ofthe “ disinterested
(Ey80At the suggestion of several of our
e misunderstood, its disapprobation of the professional brethren ?—as a legislator, have Democrats” who are visiting our town. Jer timent inscribes on the list of executive du political friends, we republish below the
emiah Goodwin acts as pack horse, and ties, in characters too legible to be overlooked,
his
speeches
or
his
votes
given
evidence
of
conduct of those who guided the helms of
the task of reform—which will require par names of the gentlemen composing the com
any remarkable penetration, or industry, or brings over the electioneering documents,
the National and State Governments. The
ability ? We think not. His friends cannot &c. But don’t be frightened, friend Remich. ticularly the correction of these ABUSES mittees appointed at the whig meeting, held
effect was electrical.
The whigs every point to a single act of his public life which Lebanon and Acton will be right side up on THAT HAVE BROUGHT THE PAT
RONAGE OF THE FEDERAL GOV in this town on thè evening of the 20th uk :
where were encouraged,—aroused to action. entitles him to a place in the front rank the tenth of September, or the the “ signs of
The following gentlemen were appointed a
ERNMENT INTO CONFLICT WITH
the
times
”
deceive
me
much.
”
Maine had disenthralled herself—had taken of our Statesmen.
Committee of Vigilance :
THE FREEDOM OF ELECTIONS.”
As a partisan Mr. Fairfield may have distin
Horace Porter ; Henry Kingsbury ; Wil
the first step in the great work of the politic guished himself,—but as a partisan he has no
CHECK LIST !
Hon. Felix Grundy, late U. S. Senator from liam Lord ; William B. Sewall ; Ivory Lord
An Act passed by the last Legislature of
al redemption of the country, and called up claims to the suffrages of the People.
Tennessee and now Attorney General has and James K. Remich.
While there are no strong reasons which this Slate, and approved March 28, requires
on her sister States to second her efforts.
said, “ that when he saw an office holder interThe following gentlemen were re-elected
can
be
adduced
in
favor
of
Mr.
Fairfield,
as
a
the presiding officers at Elections to keep a meddling with Elections it appeared to him
Most nobly have they responded to her call.
a Committee to make the necessary arrange
candidate for Governor, there are many im
that
he
was
thinking
of
his
salary
and
his
bread,
mems
check list. We insert below the section of
Wherever elections have been held, within
ments ¡or
for gening
getting tne
the wmg
whig strength
strength at
at the
the
portant ones why he should not be elevated to
the Act which refers to this subject. lhe and was therefore an unfit adviser of the Pto- polls on the day of Election, &c. &c.
the last twelve months, there have been de that office.
. .k
i
„ ,
,
Wm. Lord, jr. ; Daniel Nason, jr.
jr.; George
He has opposed the right of petition, in Whigs should see that the requisition contain'
cided whig gains—in several States the rev
HT’Let those who call themselves Demo- Wise ; Thomas Lord ; Clement ‘Littlefield :
giving
his
support
to
Patton
’
s
resolution
—
a
ed
in-this
section
is
carried
into
effect.
olution has been complete—the whig major
crats look out for the interference of Office Benj. Smith ;Jona. Stone; Heber Gowen
right the most sacred, and secured to the
Sec. 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and Holders in the Elections. 1Have your eye up- Shapleigh Webber; Wm. Hubbard : Theoities overwhelming.
People by the Constitution ;
House of Representatives in Legislature as on your Custom House officers,” you/Post dore Thompson ; Caleb Thompson ; Ivory
He has opposed the interests of the State
The Van Buren men, in order to lessen the
sembled, That if the Wardens of any city, the masters, your Government Agents and your Lord ; L. K. Dorrance ; Alex. Furnald ; Geo.
of
Maine,
by
adhering
to
a
parly,
which
pro

influence of their defeat, have declared that
Selectmen of any town or the Assessors of Sub Treasurers. Beware ot them !
Lord ; Bradford Oaks ; Daniel. Mitchell ;
posed the exchange of our North Eastern
they were taken by surprise,—that they still territory for “ bogs in Michigan” or some any plantation, shall neglect or refuse to keep
Nathan E. Wells; Charles Wentworth;
Mr. Remich.—I am informed that a report
a
check
list
and
to
use
the
same,
as
is
provi

have a majority in the State, and that at the other “ ample indemnity
Daniel Shaekley, jr. ; James Ross ; John
ded in an act to which this is additional, pass is in circulation in Kennebunk port, among
Day ; Robert S. Gillpatrick ; Elisha L. Mitch
He has opposed the interests of the whole ed March twenty-ninth, A. D. one thousand
next election the State government will be
some of my friends, relations, and others,
ell ; Benj. Tripp ; Benj. Titcomb ; Joseph
restored to their hands. They still insist that people, in supporting the present extravagant eight hundred and twenty-one, they shall for that I have left the Republican parry and at
Hatch, jr. ; Samuel Mitchell ; Thomas
I administration—in his strenuous endeavors
such is the fact. The day is close at hand to fasten the Sub-Treasury system upon feit and pay for each and every offence, the tached myself to the Tory Loco foco Van Low.
Buren party.
sum
of
one
hundred
dollars.
when the truth or falsity of the latter declar them, and in his votes, first, against the dis
Now whether such a story is true or false,
ation is to be settled. If proved false, the tribution of the Surplus Revenue, and, sec
OLD YORK AWAKE.
is no doubt a matter of the ” utmost indiffer
COUNTING VOTES—RETURNS.
ondly,
in
favor
of
withholding
the
fourth
in

Van Buren men will consider their case as
We have received a copy of a call for a
It is made the duty of presiding officers at ence to others, except my individual vote—
stalment ;
but to me it is matter of the highest iimpor- Democratic
caucus in South Berwick,
sighdesperate, while the whigs will be encourag
(
----By bis course in regard to the Duel inves elections,—by the Constitution and an Act
ed to persevere in the good work they have tigation,—indeed by his whole course in Con passed in 1836,—to “ receive the votes of all tance ; it would make me fro n be.ii- born, ^‘d by one hundred and hve democratic voters
cradled, and brought up a Republican, an A- East year South Berwick gave butstrfydembegun with renewed vigor and untiring gress, he has shown himself unfit for the Chief the qualified electors present, sort, count and postate at a time when no mat in his ........... ,
sober | ©cratic votes ! Where are the changes ?
Magistracy
of
the
State
—
he
has
given
reasons
energy. If otherwise, the drooping spirits of
senses could think of attaching himself to a
Eastern Argus.
for apprehension that, if elected, the interests declare them in open town meeting and in
...... , nf them in South Berwick, from
the Van Buren party will be raised—their of the whole people would be less an object the presence of the Town Clerk, who shall party made desperate by universal defeat.
[Some
........ ...
,,UI„ side.
me
hopes strengthened—their exertions, if possi of solicitude with him than the prosperity of form a list of the persons voted for, with the What ! to join a party, a Van Buren partv, the Vani „
Buren
to .....
the whig
The
who are prevailed upon to sustain him in signers to the call, as it happens, are’ not all
the
party
which
supported
him.
ble, increased, while the confidence and ar
number of votes for each person against his measures ruinous to the prosperity of our Van Buren men—from twelve to twenty of
Such a man will not receive the suffrages
dor of the whigs will be diminished.
name, shall make a fair record thereof, and Great Nation ? To support a sub treasury them, we are assured by a gentleman who
of the reflecting, unbiased and candid.
Such is the state of the question. The
in open town meeting, and shall seal up cop schejne which their leader obstinately adheres knows, are whigs, and will vote the whiff
to after bemgtwice most signally rebuked by ticket on the 10th inst. The town was travVan Buren party regard the approaching elec
ies of all such lists.”
the Representatives ofthe people? No sir, J ersed, from one end to the other, to obtain
The whig candidate is Edward Kent—he
tion in this State as of the deepest importance has been tried and proved himself a faithful
It is also made the duty of the Clerks of no, I must be abandoned indeed could! lend signers, and the call probably embraces—afto them. On its result, as they imagine, hang public servant—the Governor of the State and cities, towns and plantations “ to deliver or a hand to support a measure that I believe ter deducting from 12 to 20 vvhi" voters—the
their hopes as a parly, so far as relates to the not of a party.
cause to be delivered at the office of the would he the most ruinous in its effects, and Van Buren strength of South Berwick-sav
y
His messages and other state papers afford Secretary of State, the returns of votes for dangerous in its tendency of any ever brought 90. Please publish the call 1
next Presidential election, not in Maine alone,
forward in this our beloved country—and I '
_____________ _____
satisfactory evidence that he possesses the re
but throughout the Union. Hence the reck quisite talents, firmness and independence Governor, Senators and Representatives to have the charity to believe Mr. Van Buren !
(CZ'A correspondent of the Argus says
less mannerin which the warfare is conducted for the station he occupies.
Congress, within thirty days next succeeding himself would shudder at having that act be- | “ Old York” will give a majority of 1200 for
His political opponents have been unable the election, or to transmit the same directed come a law ofthe land, but only uses it as a Fairfield at the approaching election. Modby them—their unprecedented efforts—their
¡j est, very. It looks very much like it we
He is to the Secretary of State, by mail, by deposit-; hutnbug around which to rally his forces.
lavish expenditure of “ time and money” to to impeach his private character.
To my friends in the upper part of Kenne-1 should think.—Mayhap the figure “1” will
*■ benevolent, affable, generous, warm heart
effect their objects. The whigs of Maine
ing the same in some Post Office within this bunk-port, (for it is only them 1 now address have to be stricken off—mayhap the “2”
ed. a good neighbor and a good friend.”
must contend not only with their political op
He is a republican—in profession and prac State, within fourteen days next after the and those who circulated the above story,) 1 will also be among the missing
will say, that in consequence of reading daily i
—_______ T
ponents at home, but with the power and tice—a supporter of the Constitution and the election.”
the Boston Advertiser, (which ought to be a
O^John P. Hale, U. S. Attorney for the
Laws
—
a
friend
to
equal
rights
—
opposed
to
patronage of thousands of national office hol
pattern for every editor in the country,) it has ' District of New Hampshire, attended and adtyranny, in whatever shape it may appear ;
QUERIES.
ders,—with the influence of money collected
taught me to be less violent in my political, dressed a Van Buren caucus, al Portland on
He has proved himsell an ardent friend to
How much do the Deputy Inspectors at
from abroad. In support of this assertion the fetate, by his efforts to develope its re Kennehunk-tmit Wall«
o
. y’ews than formerly,and 1 have not lately ta- the 20di uh. Is this “ foreign interference
Kennebunk-port,
Wells
village,’ r “
Cane
Neddock York
&, Kitterv
j ^en 80 act«ve a part, but my principles remain and dictation,” or not ?
we have the declaration of a Van Buren man sources-to improve the value of the public Cape JNeddock, York & Kittery receive per the same, and I see more in Mr. Van Buren’s
______________
in Cumberland County, recently made, ac lands, and by consequence, to pay off our im annum fortheir services, under the present measures to oppose than in President Jackf------------mense state debt, without resorting to a tax
ÛT^Mr. *
Prentiss,
the aisiinguist
distinguished memrresiuentjacK
U
‘”UUw, »»
cording to the Portland Advertiser, to a gen upon (he People,—by his recommendations administration? How much did thev re- >nn’a Vm. oil
HaVvee noube office^beenc“andle a^pretenS5'
YorMt MX’XTAllX'
rner the
tieman in Kennebec,—who has “ already left in favor of Education, Agriculture, &c.
the
He is in favor of a speedy, fair and equi
the enemy and joined the whigs,”—that
retable adjustment of our Boundary Question.
an immense crowd which had
“ His (the Van Buren) party were making “ He has,” to adopt the language of a con
and York diminished greatly ? Let the peo-110 wh7t I say l intrea vo J a v
¿1 ./he
tO !reel .binh
Thousands
every exertion to carry the election,—that temporary, “ done more than any other man pie make these enquiries for themselves—let waikta «rr!5?
y ’
y
. wbo
who w,shed
wished to attend could not gain admitadrnitI.ARGE COLLECTIONS OF MONEY HAD BEEN
to awaken public attention to the importance
MADE, and that there was no lack of it, and of this question. He has been the means of
vote the company, in a very able speech’which
RespecXily
that it would be used when it could be used interesting the whole country in its decision. I judge for ihenwelre, what the office holders Ln the tenth of September.
occupied an hour and three quarters in th»
are laboring for—why they are tn the field,
DANIEL NASON, Jun "
TO 4» VANTAGE .’ !”
He hag caused the whole land to study our
delivery.—He declined a public dinner which
to active »nd so desperate.
Kennebunk, August 31, 1838.

Election, Monday, Sept,

Urerin ,qhe

r-«-

wai tendered to him by the whigs of the city

Vesieml

I
the rtnulls of'he r;‘
Western States, so tai
extremeljlgratily’^ex
jitV onwar,
í»nwar
eadily
grossing
Alaba u• .—„An electi
occurred ¡7 this State o,
election
August.
¡Member < ■ f Congress, ti
occasione ¿by the death
from the s
píete retu
rposing .i..
th, (district have
8how the Allowing g
Majontil« Crabbw (Van

Majority for Crabb,
Shewingd a whig gam
votes sincilhe last e*ec
In 22ccjnties heard^l
chosen 27 imembers of
UIV
,.... J
lhe Van
B:bren men 26.
Buren countries are to be
probable t at there will
¡ jority in th next Legist
!he whigs wi
' the last.
this year. I n they will t
Van‘Buret ‘ipnijority, as

last stimmi it when then
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ike the necessary arrangeand the bladder, and !»y this means, the liver spoonful of the Bitters half an hour before each
II ig, reported the following, which were would for them ;—their own good deeds plain;
the whig strength at the 11 nously adopted :
and the lungs, the healthful action of which meal. For those of a delicate or enfeebled con
would not bring them many friends.—Os
Dark and light English, French and Amer
' Election, &c. &c.
entirely depends upon the regularity of the stitutmn, half the quantity may be sufficient
born has been Post master for about 10 years, ican Prints;
(Ef^For lurthpr particulars of the above
Daniel Nason, jr.; George wived, That as the “ price of freedom is and I siippose would like to be 10 years lon
urinary organs. The blood which lakes its
Dark and light English Gingham :
11 nt vigilance,” it is the imperious duty
red color from the agency of me liver and ' medIclDe see‘‘ Moffat’s Good Samaritan,” a
»rd ; Clement Littlefield;
ger, and Herrick is Deputy Collector under
Bleached, brown and fine Sheetings :
the lungs before it passes into the heart, be copy of which accompanies the medicine.
. Stone ; Heber Gowen; I who love their country, and wish to Palmer and Agent for the Piers, and these
Worsted and Cotton Shawls ;
ing thus purified by them, and nourished by A, copy^canalsobe■obtained on application
•; Wm. Hubbard : Theo- 1 lit its invaluable civil and religious are the head wire pullers of the falsely call
Kid and Silk Gloves ;
food coming from a clean stomach, courses
Sd jBQ?1t°»'1 ° D’ Remich, Kennebunk.
Caleb Thompson ; Ivory ijges unimpaired to posterity, jealously ed democratic party in Kennebunk and KenLinen and Damask Table Covers ;
pch lhe encroachments of power—care- nebunk-port;—other towns can speak for
freely through the veins, renews every part W B Moff« w’r1 re',ail l,J7'ie proprietor,
nee ; Alex. Furnald; Geo.
White and Brown Linen ;
10 scrutinize its proposals and measures themselves, but I presume the like may be
of the system, and triumphantly mounts the
Jaks ; Daniel. Mitchell;
AugmUS® ’ BroadWai’ New ¥oiliCotton, Worsted and Silk Vestings;
I fearlessly to raise the voice of rebuke found in every town.—Fellow citizens, will
banner of health in the blooming cheek.
3; Charles Wentworth; lee notes of alarm.
Silk and Cotton Velvets ;
The following are among the distressing vari
you support these self-styled democrats in
jr. ; James Ross ; John
Lace Veiling and Edgings, Lawn, Cambric, ety of human diseases, to which the Vegetable
Ipatrick ; Elisha L. Mitch- chived, That the present Chief Magis- acting for themselves and against the people Barage ;
T-in<>MSPa5[ed or Stolen,
Life Pills are well k-nown to be infallible : —
1
JpROM the subscriber, on or about the I3th
Benj. Titcomb ; Joseph ffthis Union, “following in the foot- at large ?
Hose, Cotton Yarn, Wadding, &c. <fcc.
DYSPEPSLV by thoroughly cleansin» the A
id
his
illustrious
predecessor
”
—
by
his
of August, a sorrel Horse, with a white
An original Jackson man.
Thomas
uel Mitchell ; '“
first and second stomachs, and creating a flow of
—also—
qeioiis adherence to the odious stibwhite
pure healthy bile instead of the stale and acrid nose and a white strip on his forehead
Boots
and
Shoes,
Gaiter
Boots
and
Slip

nry Bill, after it had been condemned
For the Gazette & Palladium.
Flatulency, Palpitation of the Heart, feet, three or all of them ;-short switch taik
pers ;
1 kind
decisive vote of Congress, and neglectWrought and Plain Tortoise Shell and Horn Loss of Appetite, Heart-burn and Head-ache, his'lelH i'16 7g Tln.jd hishead and ears
RK AWAKE,
ipropose any other measure of relief for
“ .4 word to the wise is sufficient.”
Restlessness, lit-1emper, Anxiety, Langour, and nmJ -l ,1 ’| Sat|a 111 e d°wn which can be
Combs
;
tiferingsof
tbe
country
—
by
Ins
declard a copy ol a call for a
Freemen ! look out for those in the employ
Juelancholy, which are the general symptoms of pe ceived by close examination.
Whoever
Spectacles,
Knives
and
Forks,
Pocket
1 Martin Van Buren—who have a plenty of
in South Berwick, sigh* lihat “ the people expect too much from of
Dyspepsia, will vanish,-as a natural consequence wd give mformatinn where he can be found,
Books
and
Wallets
;
of its cure.
by cleansing the whole shall be handsomely rewarded for their hon
ind five democratic voters. loernment”—by his efforts to raise the 1Government money, to make contracts—buy
Fancy Soaps and Perfumery, Work boxes. length of the intestines with a solvent process,
uwick gave but sixty drill- li ment above, and independent of the Oxen, &c. &c. They will give you a supply
esty and trouble, and all charges paid.
&c.
’
L—by giving it a better currency than ¡' <of hypocritical blarney—praise your farm, cat
and withont violence fall violent purges leave the
here are the changes ?
Kn .
,
GEORGE WILLIAMS.
1 Case of Umbrellas.
bowels costive within two days Diarrhoea and
It
the
people,
—
and
by
various
other
acts'
1
Eastern Jbgus.
tle, crops, &c., retail some infamous lie aKennebunk, August 20, 1838.
Cholera, by removing the sharp acrid fluids by
August 1, 1838.
I distinguish bis administration, has!;gainst some prominent whig—kiss the chil
6’.v.
in South Berwick, from
which these coniptainis are occasioned, and by
tn the whig side. The ; a wanton disregard of their wants, and dren—tell you to go to town meeting, and
promoting the abricative secretion of the mucus
Sale.
NOTICE.
1.
unfitness
for
the
office
he
unfortuuatevote
for
Fairfield,
“
he
is
sartainly
coming
as it happens, are not all
fin HE subscriber about to make some new membrane. Fevers of all kinds, by restoring the York, ssi-T^KEN 011 Execution in fa11 pies.
in.
”
Mark
such
men.
Also
look
out
at
the
blood
to
a
regular
circulation,
through
lhe
process
rotn twelve to twenty of
Iarrangement in his business offers his
„ .
, .
vour of James Lord of Ken
lived, That the recent manifestations ballot box, that there are no more votes than entire stock for sale at reduced prices for cash. of perspiration in some cases, and the thorough nebunk, m said county, trader, all the right in
id by a gentleman
solution
of
all
intestinal
obstructions
in
others.
equity which Rufus Day, ofSanford, in said
and will vote the whig i ic sentiment, as expressed through the voters. 1 say Box, because in some towns Also requests all persons indebted to him by
I he LIFE PILLS have been known to cure Rheu
ist. The town was tray- onx, give cheering indications that their votes are received in old hats ; now these bats note or accotmt to call and pay or make ar matism permanently in three weeks, and Gout in connty, yeoman, has to redeem the Farm on
I to the other, to obtain I ful and incompetent public servants have linings, and were made for block-heads, rangements for payment previous to the 12th half that time, by removing local inflammation Which he now lives, situated in said Sanford"
on the road leading from Kennebunk toSanI probably embraces-af- cched with jealousy, and will be held —not to receive the voles of freemen. 1 say of October next.
™,n die muscles and ligaments of the joints.
give us no more of your soft soap, or
12 to 20 whig voters-tba i;id account.
Dropsies of all kinds, by freeing and strengthen Pm iCOvei\and the sarae wil1 be so,d at
PORTER HALL.
OLD HAT.
lived, That we have uo confidence in
ing the kidneys and bladder ; they operate most Public Vendue at the store of Bryant and
August 30, 1838.
i of South Berwick-saj
delightfully on these important organs, and hence Warren in said Kennebunk, on Saturday the
litical integrity of John Fairfield—that
the call.]
Missouri.—This State gave a Van Buren
have ever been found a certain remedy for the fubt day of September next, at two o’clock in
unt votes in Congress have evinced a
Shingles For Sale?
worst cases of Gravel. Also, Worms, bv dislodg afternoon ; the same being under the incum
I pt for the rights of those
whose ser- majority of3.658 in November 1836. The
idem of the Argus
30
000
whi
te
H
emlock
ing from the turnings ofthe bowels the slimy mas brance of a mortgage.
the State
Gov. .possession of
_________
____
_
ve a majority of 1200 lor s should Re, and an adherence to the Locos still retain
OV
j
VVV
SHINGLES for sale on ter to which these creatures adhere ; Asthma and
reaching election. Moil- ) of the Executive, and the demands i «rnr“eiir, although by a majority greatly diA
_
A. WARREN, D. Sheriff.
consumption, by relieving the air vessels of the
August 10, 1838.
»-focoism, that render him unworthy j! in.>»iished
since
election
a very much like it we
.
—"■ tbe
— former
■—•■■“• '^■vvuuij.
The favourable terms by the subscriber.
lungs from the mucus, which even slight colds
1..... .. elected
------ - 10
----‘ Rep
13 0
Senators
and• 41
WILLIAM HACKETT.
hap the figure “1” will II uffrages for the office of Chief Magis- | wings have
will occasion, which if not removed becomes
August 25, 1838.
l this State.
resentatives. In the last Legislature they had
1VEW CHEESE,
n off—mayhap the “*
hardened, and produces those dreadful diseases.
4
Senators
and
19
representatives.
—
Another
Scurvy. Ulcers, and Inveterate Sores, by the
subscribers have just received a few
wed, That our present Governor, Edthe missing.
LL
persons,
against
whom
the
subscriber
perfect purity which these Life Pills give to the -®~
casks of prime Western cheese
(Cent, has proved himself, by his offi- such victory will ruin the Van Buren party
has accounts, who prefer settling them b
n a”d a!l the hu,nors I ■S’coráaíac Eruptions
i, U. S. Attorney for the r rse, honest, capable, and trustworthy, in that State forever.
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
with him, are requested to do it previous and
to Bad Complexions, by their alterative effect
August 15,1838.
npshire, attended and ad1 will give him our cordial and undithe 15th of October next.
upon
the
fluids
that
feed
the
skin,
the
morbid
isupport on the 10th of September
n caucus, at Portland, on
state of which occasions all Eruptive complaints.
B. SMART.
s ‘‘ foreign interference
COW WANTED.
Sallow, Cloudy, and other disagreeable Com
Kennebunk, Apgust 25th, 1838.
ived,
That
we
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approve
ofthe
Dt?
plexions. The use of these Pills for a very short T^TANTED to purchase a first rate new
itions made at Alfred, on the IIth of
time, will effect an entire cure of Salt Rheum,
* *
milch cow. Inquire of the Printer.
A Stray Hare.
t, by a convention of the people, and
Erysipelas, and a striking improvement in the
August 23d, 1388.
the distinguished mem’
ose
nominations
shall
receive
our
Clearness
of
the
skin.
Common
Colds
and
Inom Mississippi, met the
IMPOUNDED by Joseph Grant, of Lebansupport.
Jluenza, will always be cured by one dose, or by
AT COST.
, at Masonic Hall, on the
-* on, in the County of York, on the I5th two, even; in the worst cases. Piles,—as a rem
ved, That it is time for us all to be up
HE subscribers, wishing to dispose of
was enthusiastically ro
day of August, 1838, a dark red Mare, some edy for this most distressing and obstinate malady,
lIk
.ig—.1
to use
r our efforts and
.• . •exertions
...
Tbe y.b’5s) and all others opposed to the
their remaining stock of Goods assoo»
se crowd which had aswhite in her. forehead, and about twelve the Vegetable Life Pills deserve a distinct and
i he tide of corruption which is, like a National Administration, in Kennebunk will
as possible, will sell them in future at Cost
greet him. Thousands
years old. Said beast was taken up by said emphatic recommendation. It is well known to
»Hine
us.'
‘in
A.lupon
P°n US
r k-. ‘
memial ^ashin^°n Had, by adjournment, Grant in his enclosure. The owner is here- hundreds in this city, that the Proprietor of these for Cash.
o. xM. WHITE & Go.
r«.
d could not gain admitL> That thejiroceedingsofth^
meeton
evening
next, September 6, at
Kennebunk-port, August 18, 1838.
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---------- Thursday
’
— ’*■'•>111
Mr. Prentiss addressed
ai by requested to pay what is legally and justly invaluable Pills, was himself afflicted with this
BffnPH rkV the l.nairnian anrl
Qnnuzxin
UnlP ttod *7
-r
’
.v,’
igned by the Chairman and Secreta- half past 7 precisely, Let us prepare for a demandable and take her away
iery able speech which
complaint for upwards of thirty-five years, and
published.
•• a strong pull, and a pull altoil a long pull,
that he tried in vain every remedy prescribed
n,.n
------- n
RICHARD HORN,
d three quarters in mJ
bushels of oats'
JOSEPH BURNHAM, Chairman, \gether."
within the whole compass ofthe Materia Medica.
w wanted by
ed a public dinner which
Pour.dkeeper of Lebanon.
ERT TpWNE. Secretary.
| Kennebunk, September 1,1838.
He however, at length, tried the medicine which
Lebanon,
August
18,1838.
by th« whigs of th® cityA
W. LAIGHTON.
he now offer« to the public, and he was cured in
August 18.
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MATCHLESS' SANATIVE’i
N LOW SPíRlTñ.-Low spirits isi a riHHE
I
I
VENTED BY L. OFFEN GOELic
_
______
_______
...
__
accompanied
certain
state
of
the
mind
accompan
VEGETABLE UNIVERSAL PILLS !
P O E T R V .
by indigestion, wherein the greatest evils are
ESTABLISHED JN 1751.
apprehended upon the slightest grounds, and
Science should contribute to health.
[Translated from the German.]
From the New Hampshire Courier.
the worst consequences imagined. Ancient
Methinks I’ve cast full twenty years aside
The MATCHLESS SANATIVE, iave.
The Locofoco Lullaby.—One of the
medical
writers
supposed
this
disease
to
be
And am again a boy. Every breath
by the immortal Louis Offen Goelick^ yj
Of *ir that trembles through the window bears confined to those particular regions of the ab of Germany, Europe, is astonishing the
speakers, on the evening of the late Balti
Unusual
odor.
—
Proctor
’
s
Mirancola.
domen, technically called hypochondria, with its mighty victories over many FEii
more election, referred to a beautiful cus
rpiHE unprecedented success which has which are situated on the right or left side of diseases, which have been pronounced iS(
tom of the Swiss who live upon the tower
JL
resulted irom tbe adoption of Bran- that va
,,UJ? whence comes the name hypo- able by physicians of every age, being the rf
cavity,
ing Alps. When the last glistening rays of
VALUABLE MEDICINE, and the most u
dreth’s Pills, during a period of upwards of 85 chondriasis.
countable in its operations of any ever prepl
the sun’s golden beams are lingering upon CAPTAIN SETH M. TRIPE, years, the numerous extraordinary cures
SYM PTOMS.-¿The common corporeal
the highest peaks, are so beautifully reflected HAVING been coppered, filled with a i which they have performed upon hundreds symptoms are, flatulency in the stomach or by human hands ; a medicine, obtained eqs]
from the animal, mineral and vegetJ
.
mast and sail, and put in the most of
~...........
individuals whom they have rescued from bowels, acrid eructations, costiveness, spas
by the glaziers, the I
peasant below, upon
the
kingdoms, thus possessing a THREE M
steps
out
of
his
cottage
I
complete
order,
will
commence
her
regular
j
a
]
IW
ost
inevitable
death
after
they
had
been
modic
pains,
giddiness,
dimness
of
sight,
pal

side next the sun,
o-t. of
eot'.ig“
POWER—a medicine of more value tom^
night
!
”
to
his
neighbor,
trips
for
this
season,
on
Tuesday
15th
inst.
pronounced
incurable
by
the
most
eminent
of
pitations, and often an utter inability ot fixing than the united treasures of our Globe ; an|
and sings, “ Good night !” to his neighbor,
the
faculty
—
warrants
the
proprietor
of
this
leaving Win. Sheafe’s wharf, Portsmouth,
the attention upon any subject of importance which we have abundant cause to bless lbe.
who says, “ Good night !” to the next ; and
every Monday, Wednesday and Friday Vegetable Universal Medicine, in warmly and
neficent hand of a kind Providence ; a med'
when the highest peak is closing its gilding, morning, at 7 “o’clock, and arriving at Bos conscientiously recommending it to the es or engaging in anything that demands vigor which begins to be valued by physmias^ j
or courage. Also languidness—the mind be
the cheerful “ Good night !” has resounded ton about 1 o’clock, in season for the Provi pecial notice of the public.
Ben
comes irritable, thoughtful, desponding, mel have heretofore opposed it, who are daily;
to the lowest cottage upon the other side. dence Railroad Cars ; and, returning, will
Dr. Brandreth wishes mankind to consider ancholy, and dejected, accompanied with a nessing its astonishing cures of many they)
MAI
And so the American yeomanry have bade leavd Foster’s wharf, Boston, every Tuesday, this truth, that health solely depends on the total derangement of the nervous system.—- resigned to the grasp of tbe insatiable gIaVii
PUB
precious and powerful medicine, which has!
44 Good night !” to locofoco rulers ; the song Thursday and Saturday morning at 7 o’clock, state of purity in which the blood is kept, ev The mental feelings and peculiar tram of oughly filled the great vacuum in the JM
JAME:
began in Maine—New Hampshire heard it and arrive at Portsmouth about 1 o’clock, and ery part of the body being supplied daily with ideas that haunt the imagination and over Medica ; and thereby proved itself to be the! Office
new
blood
from
tbe
food
consumed,
conse

whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di QUEROR OF PHYSICIANS.
—Rhode Island, Connecticut, and New in season for the Portland stage.
Lines of Stages from Dover, South Ber quently, according to the pureness ot the versity. The wisest and best of men are as
QZFDose of the SAN ATIVE,,for adults,
York echoed it —Baltimore has now given
Two
wick and Great Fails, have also been estab blood, so must the state of the body be more open to this affliction as the weakest.
drop ; for children a half drop ; and for ¡Dh filterest
be char.
her response—and it was hoped to hear it lished to meet the boat at Portsmouth.
or less healthy. To obtain, therefore, the
The directions explain | remain
TREATMENT.—The principal objects o a quarter drop.
re-echoed from Virginia—and that a long, Fare between Portsmouth and Boston, $1 50 most direct purifier of the blood, is a question treatment are to remove indigestion and method of taking these portions, and contai
paper
hearty “ Good night” from Mississippi,
Dover and Boston,
81 75 of no little importance to every individual.
strengthen the body, and to enliven the spir history of the medicine and its distinguished > lislier,
does
The
That Brandreth’s Pills are the most direct its, which may be promoted by exercise, ear venter.
S. Berwick and Boston, SI 75
would sing the lullaby of locofocoism forever.
y ad'
Price, three and one third rix dollars d any
Great Falls and Boston, $2 00 purifiers of the blood, there will be no doubt ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant con
¡is insert
charged
Good nivht to “ the party !” good night!
Careful Agents and convenient Stores have when it is considered that they have gained versation. The bowels (if costive) being care per half ounce.
To *• Tom, Dick and Harry” adieu I
Testimony
No.
1.
their
present
very
extensive
sale
by
their
own
also
been
provided
at
each
end
of
the.
line.
To Tom Benton, Pick Johnson, I writ®,
fully regulated by the occasional use ot a
The agents will be in attendance during all intrinsic merit ; proved by the numerous cures mild aperient.
And Harry, »urnam’d Hubbard, loo.
We know nothing better A letter from H. P. Sherwood, Esq., of'
York.
the business hours, and goods delivered to which they have accomplished in every vari calculated to obtain this end than Dr. Wm.
Your game is all up—no dispute—
them will be forwarded at the customary rale ety of diseases.
Evans’ Aperient Pills—being mild and cer
To the Hermitage Andrew has fled—
The peculiar action of these pills is most tain in their operation.
of freight, and without any charge for stor
And Martin will soon follow suit,
The bowels being
New Y ork, Oct. 9,18-:
surprising ; their operations being more or once cleansed his inestimable Camomile
As pledg’d <e in his footsteps” lo tread,
age.
8. Rowland—Sir, About the middledFrom about the middle of June to the less powerful according to the pureness of the Pills, ¿which are tonic, anodyne and anti ly Dr.
last, 1 accidentally noticed in a newspa|l
“ Good night" to the party I good night '.
middle of August, the Portsmouth will ply circulating fluid. On a person in fair state of spasmodic) are an infallible remedy and advertisement of the Matchless SanalivJ
Mississippi has “ gone by the board”—
“ nd cow
health,
who
is
only
costive
or
slightly
bilious
between
Boston
and
Nahant
every
Tuesday,
Her Walker and Trotter take flight,
without dispute have proved a great blessing which 1 perceived you were agent, anij |
they will be scarcely felt; on the contrary, if
Thursday, and Saturdaj7 afternoon.
As sure as she’s spoken the Word.
professes to be a sovereign remedy for co« ¡
to the numerous public.
Ships towed in or out of harbor, and water the complaint be chronic, and tbe constitution
Some physicians have recommended a lion.
Her “ Prentiss bond” she has just tried anew,
parties attended to every afternoon, if re be much deranged, they generally, at first, are free use of mercury but it should not be re
As my wife was then fast wasting away,. The ; tight
And turn’d offher work most complete ;
quested. Apply to GEORGE DENNETT, powerful, until the system be freed from some sorted to ; as in many cases it will greatly ag this dreadful disease and as our family p)She has sent back her good men and true,
Letteiits were ad
cian was daily and anxiously endeavoring I
Agent, Portsmouth—WM. S. TULLOCK, of its most vitiated and turgid humors. This gravate the symptoms.
Who were Polk’d from Congressional seat.
accomplished, doses sufficient to cause two oi fpHE DIFFERENCE.—It cannot be de- tore her to health without success, 1 step^' by the I bvecutive
Agent, Boston.
ver to his house and asked him if he had an very Society of S<
The song was begun in the Maine—
May 18.
~ three copious evacuations daily, will soon re JL
nied that whilst many medicines
O’er her Parks the •' Kent bugle” was blown—
move the disease, and the constitution will be which are recommended to the public, have jeclions to her taking this new mediciae,' Kent ard Fairfielt
The whigs of New Hampshire re-echoed the strain
replied, that he was perfectly willing
restored to a state of health and renewed
And will soon claim the song as their own.
not even the negative merit of harmlessness, Sherwood should take that or any ot!iet¡¡r and meitesures of tl
r Over Hills and awa’,” the glad music will peal,
vigor.
there are others which it would be great in cine she might choose, but he thought il a j
'I'ili its notes rend in triumph the air—
These Pills are recommended by thousands justice indeed,-and suicidal prejudice to in do her no good, as her lungs were rah[ and the 3 iews of tl:
And the “ dead march in Saul” its low notes Will
of persons whom they have cured of Con volve, untried, in a common condemnation. CONSUMING AND NO HUMAN MEANS CO.ULD S ■ relation io diem, v
reveal,
sumption, Influenza, Colds, Indigestion, Dys And when a medicine comes endorsed with HER.’ Still as a drowning person wjlU
Mr. b but prbnq
In the Van of dismay and despair.
pepsia, Headache, Pains, and a sense of full all the great names that have adorned the at a straw and the Sanative being recoup
nicatiomii His sen:
“ Old Virgin'a ne’er • tires” in th# race,
ness in the back part of the head, usually the, annals of the medical profession, and war- by three physicians who had used it im
Under guide of her Wise men and true—
symptoms of the apoplexy, Jaundice, lever, ranted by the seal and signature of long and practice she concluded to give it a trial. [} exciting«¡.opic are
“ Sic semper tyrannis,” her motto, has place,
and Ague,bilious, typhus, and common I evers uniform success, its proprietor makes no un and purchased a vial, which she comnit ly, and 1 •e such a
And its light she will ever pursue,
of all kinds, Asthma, Gout, Rheumatism, ner reasonable demand upon the public confi taking three limes a day, giving a free ii) approva i of every
The key-note has Baltimore struck,
Of victory full and entire
C. W. KIMBALL
vous diseases, Liver complaints, Pleurisy, in dence, when he claims for it a superior con gence to her appetite according to the dimi
By pursuing this course, she suffered«] ¡ publish i elow his
in the “ slough of despond” Loco Poco is stuck— *
ward weakness, depression of the spirits, Rup
OULD
inform
the
inhabitants
of
Ken

EKABLY FOR THE FIRST EIGHT OR TEK DAYÍ, |
sideration.
[I from the A<
As deep in the mud as the mire.
nebunk and vicinity, that he has ta tures, Inflammation, sore Eyes, Fits, Palsy,
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of ■was shortly able to eat and drink freely,w¡ j
B
Dropsy, Small Pox, Measles, Croup, Coughs, Dr. Wm. Evansis undeniably entitled to this the least inconvenience.
Rhode Island her Dutee discharg’d,
ken the building in Kennebunk adjoining
Has join’d the loud chorus of joy ;
Within four weeks from her first using I
Geniii'Iemsn
Bryant & Warren’s, Apothecaries, formerly Whooping Cough, Quinsy, Cholic, Cholera enviable distinction, for whilst no medical au
Connecticut too, from her bondage enlarg'd,
occupied as a Bake-House, and has fitted it Morbus, Gravel, Worms, Dysentery, Deaf thority in existence condemns it, every medi medicine, her feeble and wasted form begii know let ■tie the rec i
Unites in the honor’d employ.
up it: good order for the above named busi ness, ringing noises in the Head, King s Evil, cal practitioner that is acquainted with it, put on new strength and she has been m $ ed to mt iHinder da
New York swells the triumphal sound,
ness. CARRYALLS and LIGHT WAG Scrofula, Erysipelas or St. Anthony’s Fire, freely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues ; from day to day until the present mom« my opi ilion in re
And wails the death dirge of the clan—
the utter astonishment of our family, phyil
No Marcy for them will hereafter be found—
GONS, of any style, built to order and war Salt Rheum, White Swellings, Ulcers, some of and that the latter should do so in opposition and friends. She is now enjoying aconite I right of Iietiiion.
Into rear will be turn’d all lheir Van.
thirty years standing, Cancers, rlumors, to their personal interests, must be attributed
ranted.
—also—
(thoug h not perfect) state of health, is able«| tally ack low I edge
Chaise Kepairmg & Paiiatisag, swelled feet and legs, Piles, Costiveness, all either to their candor and love of truth, or to about house’and to attend church.
of the pipilple toas
eruptions of the Skin, frightful Dreams, fe their unwillingness to fly in the face of all ob
Mrs. Sherwood and myself »re both Wp
done at short notice and on the most reasona male Complaints of every kind, especially ob
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The thousands who use and recommend his Camomile Tome Pills will cure all dis Sanative alone ; and as there ar» probably [ and the lity of su
in and for the County of York, on the first the old fashioned Family Sleigh, constantly
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